THE GLOBAL DMC SOLUTION

MALTA

TOP REASONS TO
VISIT MALTA
Central
location
in
the
middle
of
the
Mediterranean Sea, so accessible from most
major European cities
Small Island makes transfer times short
Good value for money, especially on food and
accommodation
5* accommodation for 4* prices when
compared to other European destinations
Rich cultural heritage with temples dating back
to 6000 BC
Ability to combine 3 islands in one trip
Voted best climate in the world in International
Living magazing - 300 days of sunshine!

UNIQUE IDEAS FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT
Battle of the Seas - 2 teams, 2 gullets, and a massive fight with
water cannons - 50 to 200 pax on 2 gullets or 300 to 400 pax
on 4 gullets
Taste History, a night at the Museum - A unique culinary
experience where curators & chefs come together to recreate
recipes from the 18th century. 130 pax
Dinner with Knighting Ceremony just like the Knights of St. John
- Elegant dinner where chosen delegates will be knighted - Any
group size
A Maltese village Feast - Celebrate your special dinner just like
the locals do. Up to 500 pax. (Depending on season)
Dinner at the new Grand Harbour rooftop terrace - Enjoy a
special evening with spectacular views of the historic Grand
Harbour. Up to 600 pax (seated)
Farm to Fork dining experiences in a private lemon grove - Enjoy
the finest homegrown, organic produce and local specialities in
idyllic countryside. Up to 50 pax
Maltese themed dinners in genuine farmhouses - Up to 500 pax
Visit the Maritime Cities with fun Eco Cars - Explore the hidden
gems of Malta known as 'The Three Cities' with self-drive and
super fun electric cars.
Follow in the footsteps of the stars - Dine in Kalkara where
"Gladiators" was filmed or enjoy a E-Tuk-Tuks or new E-jeeps
safari in Gozo stopping at the filming location for "Game of
Thrones" season one. Malta has been chosen as a filming
location for a number of movies including "Troy", "Munich", "World
War Z", "By The Sea", and "13 Hours" - enjoy organising your event
at one of these filming locations!
From old to new in a day - Start your day by standing inside the
magnificent temples which date back to 5500 years ago and
precede the Pyramids and Stonehenge: then spend your
afternoon in Valletta, built by the Knights of Malta in the 16th
Century and now announced as a European Culture Capital - Any
Group Size

Flying time from UK / 2 hours 10 minutes
Time difference to UK / + 1 hour
Currency / Euro

COSTS

TWO DAY INCENTIVE BASED ON A MINIMUM OF 20 PAX
From €600.00 per person
This includes: 2 nights in a 4 star hotel on BB basis (single
occupancy), arrival and departure transfers with meet and
greet, 2 half day sightseeing with lunch and 2 dinners.

CONFERENCE TRIP BASED ON A MINIMUM OF 20 PAX:
From €220.00 per person per day
This includes: Overnight stay in a 4 star hotel on a BB basis
(single occupancy), arrival and departure transfers with
meet and greet, Daily Delegate Rate, plus rental of main
meeting room.

Please note that these are sample rates which are all subject to change upon request

